
ELA 10 PreAP STAAR 
Distance Learning Packet: 

Week 2 

Directions: 
1. Complete each day’s work.
2. Read for 30 minutes each day.
3. Complete the reading log daily.



2  
Persuasive  



 

Read the selection and choose the best answer to each question. Then fill 
in the answer on your answer document. 

 
Catherine recently heard about a fascinating event. After researching the event 
and the person responsible for it, she wrote this paper. Read Catherine’s paper and 
think about the revisions she needs to make. Then answer the questions that 
follow. 

 
 

 

Fearless Felix 
 

(1) On October 14, 1947, Chuck Yeager, traveling in an experimental plane 

known as the X-1, became the first person to fly faster than the speed of sound. 

(2) On that same day 65 years later, Felix Baumgartner also reached supersonic 

speeds, but he became the first person to accomplish this without traveling in a jet 

or a spacecraft. (3) Instead, Baumgartner was 24 miles above Earth at the time 

and jumped. 

(4) On the day of the jump, Baumgartner donned a flight suit and helmet that 

had been specifically designed to protect him from the high altitude. (5) Without 

this gear he wouldn’t be able to survive the awesome temperatures or the thin 

atmosphere. (6) Next he climbed into a 2,900-pound protective capsule attached 

to a hot-air balloon that would carry him to the edge of space. (7) After a two- 

and-a-half-hour trip, he reached his target altitude. (8) Then he ran through an 

extensive checklist. (9) He then opened the door to the capsule, stepped out onto 

a small ledge, and saluted. (10) “I’m going home now,” Baumgartner announced, 

and he jumped off the ledge. 

(11) More than eight million people watched a live Internet stream that 

showed Baumgartner plummeting toward Earth.  (12) People were able to watch 

Baumgartner on computers.  (13) He spun wildly at first, but fortunately, he soon 
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regained control. (14) For the next few minutes, anxious viewers watched and held 

their collective breath. (15) At the 5,000-foot mark, Baumgartner opened a 

parachute to slow his descent to Earth. (16) A little more than nine minutes after 

jumping out of the capsule, Baumgartner landed safely in the New Mexico desert 

and lifted his arms in victory.  (17) He had succeeded!  (18) Not only had he 

become the first person to break the sound barrier in a free fall, but he had also 

broken records for the highest manned balloon flight and the highest skydive. 

(19) The jump was the culmination of five years of planning and preparation 

by Baumgartner and his team. (20) Those who were involved say that they hope 

the data collected will help future aerospace pioneers. (21) However, information 

obtained from testing the pressurized flight suit and helmet could be used to help 

pilots, astronauts, and even space tourists who might one day need to quickly 

evacuate a damaged space vehicle. (22) As for Felix Baumgartner, he insists that 

he will now retire from the daredevil business. (23) However, one has to wonder 

how sincere he really is. (24) His plans for the future include piloting helicopters 

for mountain rescues and firefighting missions! 



1 Catherine would like to provide a more detailed thesis statement for her paper. Which of the 
following could replace sentence 3 and accomplish this goal? 

A Instead, Baumgartner was high above Earth—24 miles to be precise—and jumped 
without a jet or spacecraft of any kind. 

B Instead, Baumgartner, who was 24 miles above Earth at the time, jumped out of a 
capsule and proceeded to free-fall, traveling at speeds of more than 800 miles per 
hour. 

C Instead, Baumgartner was 24 miles above Earth at the time, which is quite an amazing 
distance, and jumped, which is quite an amazing feat. 

D Instead, Baumgartner was several miles above the beautiful, majestic Earth at the time 
that he decided to make a magnificent jump. 

2 In sentence 5, awesome is not the most effective word to use. Which of the following could 
replace awesome in this sentence? 

F brooding 

G breathtaking 

H decisive 

J extreme 

3 What is the most effective way to combine sentences 7 and 8? 

A After a two-and-a-half-hour trip and after he reached his target altitude, he then ran 
through an extensive checklist. 

B After a two-and-a-half-hour trip, he reached his target altitude, then he ran through an 
extensive checklist. 

C After a two-and-a-half-hour trip, he reached his target altitude, where he ran through 
an extensive checklist. 

D After a two-and-a-half-hour trip where he ran through an extensive checklist, he 
reached his target altitude. 



4 There is a redundant sentence in the third paragraph (sentences 11–18). Which sentence 
should be deleted from this paragraph? 

F Sentence 12 

G Sentence 13 

H Sentence 14 

J Sentence 15 

5 Catherine has not used an appropriate transition in sentence 21. Which of these could best 
replace However and create a more appropriate transition between sentences 20 and 21? 

A Meanwhile 

B Coincidentally 

C For example 

D  Likewise 



WRITTEN COMPOSITION: Persuasive 

Read the information in the box below. 

Idealistic people are those who pursue great 
ideas in the hope of changing the world. 
Because their plans are often quite 
ambitious, these people can have difficulty 
accomplishing smaller, concrete goals. In 
contrast, practical people concentrate on 
workable ideas and goals. Their approach is 
likely to lend itself to tangible solutions, even 
if these people fail to envision grand ideas. 

Which approach is more valuable in life: an idealistic one or a practical one? Think carefully 

about this question. 

Write an essay stating your opinion on whether it's better to dream big or to be realistic. 

Be sure to -

• state your position clearly

• use appropriate organization

• provide specific support for your argument

• choose your words carefully

• edit your writing for grammar, mechanics, and spelling









PERSUASION
Genre Definition: Text that develops an 
argument and debates a topic in a logical way

Genre Examples: Persuasive essays, editorials, 
persuasive speeches, debates

Thinking Jobs: 
1. Topic
2. What is the author trying to teach or tell me about

the topic?
3. What is the author’s point of view?
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8VH %LJ )LVK WR DQVZHU TXHVWLRQV 1-8� 
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Big Fish | QUESTION 1 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 1. 

A B C D 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Big Fish | QUESTION 2 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 2. 

J F G H 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Big Fish | QUESTION 3 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 3. 

A B C D 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Big Fish | QUESTION 4 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 4. 

J F G H 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Big Fish | QUESTION 5 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 5. 

A B C D 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Big Fish | QUESTION 6 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 6. 

J F G H 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Big Fish | QUESTION 7 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 7. 

A B C D 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Big Fish | QUESTION 8 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 8. 

J F G H 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



To a Daughter… & Big Fish | QUESTION 9 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 9. 

A B C D 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



To a Daughter… & Big Fish | QUESTION 10 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 10. 

J F G H 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



To a Daughter… & Big Fish | QUESTION 11 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 11. 

A B C D 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



To a Daughter… & Big Fish | QUESTION 12 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 12. 

J F G H 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



To a Daughter… & Big Fish | QUESTION 13 
Part 1: Circle the correct answer for Question 13. 

A B C D 

Part 2: Provide justification for your answer. 

Part 3: Provide justification for why the other answer choices that you did not 
select were incorrect.  

Incorrect Answer Rationale 



Student Name: __________________________________________________________________________________ 
Class Period: ________________________________________ 

Independent Reading Log 

    Day and Date Title Pages 1 question or prediction 

Day: Monday 
Date: ______________ 

Day: Tuesday 
Date: ______________ 

Day: Wednesday 
Date: ______________ 

Day: Thursday 
Date: ______________ 

Day: Friday 
Date: ______________ 
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